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Effects of messenger RNA
structure and other translational
control mechanisms on major
histocompatibility complex-I
mediated antigen presentation
Pierre Murat1∗ and Judy Tellam2,3∗

Effective T-cell surveillance of antigen-presenting cells is dependent on the expres-
sion of an array of antigenic peptides bound to major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) class I (MHC-I) or class II (MHC-II) molecules. Pathogens co-evolving with
their hosts exploit crucial translational regulatory mechanisms in order to evade
host immune recognition and thereby sustain their infection. Evasion strategies
that downregulate viral protein synthesis and thereby restrict antigen presen-
tation to cytotoxic T-cells through the endogenous MHC-I pathway have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of viral-associated malignancies. An understanding
of the mechanisms by which messenger RNA (mRNA) structure modulates both
viral mRNA translation and the antigen processing machinery to escape immune
surveillance, will stimulate the development of alternative therapeutic strategies
focused on RNA-directed drugs designed to enhance immune responses against
infected cells. In this review, we discuss regulatory aspects of the MHC-I pathway
and summarize current knowledge of the role attributed by mRNA structure and
other translational regulatory mechanisms in immune evasion. In particular we
highlight the impact of recently identified G-quadruplex structures within virally
encoded transcripts as unique regulatory signals for translational control and anti-
gen presentation. © 2014 The Authors. WIREs RNA published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

To eliminate pathogens of viral or bacterial origin
the adaptive immune system utilizes major his-

tocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) molecules
to bind and present epitopes from intracellular and
extracellular antigens to CD8+ cytotoxic T lympho-
cytes (CTLs). These effector T cells scan the surface
of virus-infected cells to detect MHC-I bound peptides
(pMHC-I) and destroy the cells by either direct lysis or
through secretion of cytokines and chemokines.1,2 The
highly polymorphic nature of the MHC-I molecules
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allows them to present a large repertoire of pep-
tides representing the concealed intracellular anti-
gens of infected or transformed cells. Generating and
loading these peptides into cognate MHC-1 binding
grooves for antigen presentation defines the various
steps of the MHC-1 antigen presentation pathway.
To counter this process, viruses have evolved vari-
ous strategies to circumvent what is usually a highly
effective immune surveillance system in order to limit
the endogenous processing and presentation of viral
peptides.3–5 Indeed, members of several viral fam-
ilies including Herpesviridae and Retroviridae, use
sophisticated mechanisms to interfere at key steps of
the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway in order to
evade immune recognition and as a result establish
lifelong persistence in their host.6 An alternative mech-
anism utilized by viruses to limit the supply of viral
peptides for T cell recognition is the downregulation
of viral protein synthesis.7–11 Viruses that downregu-
late their protein synthesis at levels below the thresh-
old required to initiate an immune response by host
virus-specific T cells may escape immune detection.
While there has been steady progress over recent years
in characterizing the successive steps underlying the
antigen processing and presentation pathway, and in
unraveling specialized functions of the components of
the MHC-1 presentation pathway,2,12 our knowledge
of the impact of translational regulatory mechanisms
on MHC-1 mediated antigen presentation remains
limited.

In this review, we focus on translational regula-
tory mechanisms and their impact on antigen presen-
tation, a critical step in the T cell-mediated control of
intracellular pathogens. While there have been numer-
ous studies demonstrating an impact of messenger
RNA (mRNA) structure on translation, we are only
now gaining insights into how some viruses exploit
mRNA structure to regulate the supply of viral anti-
gens into the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway.
In parallel we discuss alternative translational mech-
anisms that are used by viruses to alter the nature
of antigenic peptides. Characterization of the mech-
anisms by which viruses modulate their protein syn-
thesis will not only help us in treating virus-induced
pathology, but also enable the design of safer and
more immunogenic viral vectors such as vaccines or
gene delivery systems. Furthermore, these insights will
stimulate development of novel therapeutics based on
antisense strategies or small molecules that target viral
mRNA structure for overriding evasion mechanisms
of immune detection.

MODULATION OF MHC-I ANTIGEN
PRESENTATION BY HUMAN VIRUSES

Viral replication and therefore its persistence rely
on the host’s protein synthesis machinery to gener-
ate numerous viral and cellular proteins within the
infected cell. A high proportion of these viral cytoso-
lic proteins are degraded by the proteasome to gen-
erate antigenic peptides for presentation to CTLs by
MHC-1 molecules (Figure 1). The 20S/26S protea-
some is the main cytoplasmic processing complex
responsible for generating peptides for the MHC-I
antigen presentation pathway.13 Proteolysis is regu-
lated in an ATP-dependent manner by a catalytic 20S
core particle that is capped at both ends by 19S reg-
ulatory particles.14 This proteolytic chamber recog-
nizes and unfolds ubiquitylated proteins for degra-
dation. A designated transporter, referred to as the
transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP),
translocates the degraded peptides into the endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER) where resident chaperones
facilitate their binding to newly synthesized MHC-I
molecules for vesicular migration through the golgi to
the cell surface2 (Figure 1). Since the MHC-I antigen
presentation pathway plays a critical role in exposing
virally infected cells to CD8+ T cells, it is not surprising
that viruses have evolved immunomodulatory proteins
to interfere with key steps of the presentation path-
way. These evasive mechanisms include inhibiting pep-
tide transport into the ER3 or inhibiting proteasomal
degradation15 (Table 1). For example, herpes viruses
including human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) and her-
pes simplex virus (HVS) have developed specific strate-
gies to restrict antigen presentation through MHC-I
molecules by binding specific viral proteins to TAP,
blocking peptide translocation into the ER.6,30 HCMV
protein US6 blocks ATP binding to prevent peptide
transport through the TAP pore24,25 while HVS pro-
tein ICP47 blocks peptide binding to TAP.22,23 The
adenoviral protein E3-19K18,19 and the HCMV pro-
tein US316,17 both act to retain MHC-I molecules
in the ER, in addition to their inhibitory effects
on the TAP-associated glycoprotein, tapasin.19,29,28

It has also been shown that two HCMV proteins,
US11 and US2, induce ER-associated degradation of
MHC-1 molecules when bound to the ER binding
immunoglobulin protein (BiP) chaperone (Table 1).20

The MHC-I antigen presentation pathway pre-
sented in Figure 1 highlights the importance of trans-
lation as the initial step in a long cascade of biologi-
cal processes that ultimately result in the presentation
of antigenic peptides. Consequently, viruses that have
developed mechanisms to self-regulate their protein
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FIGURE 1 | The MHC class I antigen presentation pathway. Once transcribed, viral mRNAs are translated into proteins that constitute the pool of
MHC-I restricted epitopes resulting from proteasomal degradation of nascent proteins and DRiPs. Degraded peptides are translocated into the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP) where chaperones facilitate their binding to newly
synthesized MHC-I molecules for vesicular migration through the golgi to the cell surface. Cytotoxic T lymphocytes recognize viral antigenic peptides
and initiate an immune response. Viruses that evade the immune system have evolved to interfere with key steps of the MHC-I presentation pathway.
Strategies that downregulate viral protein synthesis through translational control mechanisms can lead to immune evasion and subsequent latent
infection.

synthesis at levels below the threshold required to ini-
tiate an immune response by host virus-specific T cells
may escape immune recognition.

RNA G-quadruplexes in the EBV-Nuclear
Antigen 1 open Reading Frame Impact
on Antigen Presentation
The double-stranded DNA Epstein-Barr virus (EBV),
which infects over 90% of the world’s population,
is associated with a number of human malignan-
cies including Burkitt’s lymphoma, nasopharyngeal
carcinoma, and Hodgkin’s lymphoma. While the
majority of EBV latent proteins elicit robust immune
responses, EBV-encoded nuclear antigen 1 (EBNA1)
a genome maintenance protein (GMP) expressed
in all EBV-associated malignancies, self-regulates
its synthesis at levels sufficient to maintain viral
infection but below the level required to initiate an
immune response by host virus-specific T cells.8,11,31

The glycine-alanine repeat domain (GAr) of EBNA1

was initially thought to be responsible for limiting
MHC-I-restricted presentation of EBNA1 epitopes
to CTLs due to the GAr inhibiting its own pro-
teasomal degradation and therefore presentation
of EBNA1 peptides.15,32 Indeed, deleting the GAr
was shown to alleviate the inhibitory constraint on
antigen presentation.31,33 More recent investigations
have demonstrated that reduced EBNA1 MHC-I
peptide presentation is due to downregulated EBNA1
synthesis9,11,31 and questioned whether the GAr
has an impact on EBNA1 turnover.34 Moreover,
studies by several groups have demonstrated that
EBNA1-specific epitopes are derived from newly
synthesized protein and have shown both in vitro
and in vivo, that the GAr inhibits mRNA translation
of EBNA1 in cis.31 These results support Yewdell’s
defective ribosomal products (DRiPs) hypothesis35

where DRiPs, a subset of rapidly degraded polypep-
tides (RDPs), supply peptides for MHC-I molecules,
thereby linking viral immune surveillance to transla-
tional control mechanisms and ensuring the immune
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TABLE 1 Immune evasion mechanisms by immune-modulatory proteins involving key steps of the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway

Evasion Function Gene/Protein Virus Evasion Mechanism Refs

Inhibit MHC-I transport US3 HCMV Binding and retention of class I molecules in the ER 16,17

E3/19K Adenovirus Binding and retention of class I molecules in the ER 18,19

US2, US11 HCMV Target MHC-I molecules to ER for proteasomal
degradation

16,17,20

mK3 MHV68 Target MHC-I molecules to ER for proteasomal
degradation

16,17

Nef HIV-1 Divert trafficking MHC-I molecules from Golgi to
lysosomes

16,17

kK3, kK5 KSHV Induces rapid endocytosis of cell surface MHC-I
molecules

21

Inhibit transporter
associated with antigen
processing (TAP)

ICP-47 HSV Blocks peptide binding to TAP in cytosol 22,23

US6 HCMV Blocks ATP binding to prevents peptide transport
through TAP pore

24,25

UL49.5 BHV-1 Inhibit TAP-mediated peptide transport 26

BNLF2a EBV Inhibit TAP-mediated peptide transport 26

Effect on antigen processing EBNA1 EBV Escapes proteasomal processing and limits EBNA1
self-synthesis

11,15

LANA1 KSHV Escapes proteasomal processing 27

Effect on Tapasin US3 HCMV Inhibit peptide optimization of tapasin 28

E3-19K Adenovirus Inhibit recruiting function of tapasin 19,29

Viral proteins exploiting different mechanisms that impact on immune evasion target the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway.

system rapidly detects and eliminates virally infected
cells. While the pendulum now seems to be swinging
back in favor of mature functional proteins rather
than DRiPs as the predominant source of MHC class
I presented peptides,36,37 recent investigations from
the Khanna and Shastri group’s demonstrated that
EBNA1 peptide presentation is dependent on the
proportion of generated DRiPs.8,38

Interestingly, it was demonstrated that the inhi-
bition of EBNA1 self-synthesis and resultant decrease
in antigen presentation is attributed to purine load-
ing of the EBNA1 mRNA.9 Studies by Cristillo et al.39

who analyzed viral genome base compositions, sug-
gested that many viruses purine-load their RNAs to
resemble host RNAs thereby avoiding triggering of the
host cell’s double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) surveillance
mechanism. They observed a similar ‘stealth’ strategy
is exploited by EBNA1, which is uniquely expressed
in the most basic form of EBV latency (latency
I).40 It was proposed that the rightward transcribed
(BKRF1) gene encoding EBNA1 has been under evo-
lutionary pressure to accept mutations that increase
the purine content of the top (mRNA-synonymous)
strand41 so that during latent infection EBNA1 evades
recognition by CTLs by virtue of its purine-biased
GAr mRNA preventing interactions with host RNAs.
Reduction of this purine-bias within the GAr mRNA

through codon-modification dramatically reversed the
inhibitory effect on EBNA1 self-synthesis and anti-
gen presentation.9 In addition, altering the peptide
sequence of the native EBNA1 GAr using alterna-
tive reading frames did not alleviate the inhibition
of both EBNA1 synthesis and epitope presentation,10

suggesting that regulatory structural elements within
the EBNA1 GAr mRNA itself may regulate mRNA
translation and antigen presentation. A subsequent
analysis of the EBNA1 GAr encoding mRNA revealed
that clustering of unusual RNA secondary structures,
G-quadruplexes, within the EBNA1 GAr encoding
mRNA are involved in the cis-acting translational reg-
ulation of the EBNA1 mRNA.7

G-quadruplexes are noncanonical structures of
nucleic acids formed within G-rich DNA or RNA
sequences. These structures are stabilized by the
stacking of guanine-tetrads that are formed by the
coplanar arrangement of four G-bases interacting
by Hoogsteen hydrogen-bonding42 (Figure 2(a)).
G-quadruplex motifs, which can act as transcrip-
tional and translational repressors have previously
been identified in telomeres, promoters, and gene
bodies where they perform important regulatory roles
in diverse biological processes including replication
and gene expression.43–45 Using a combination of
biophysical and immunological techniques in order
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FIGURE 2 | mRNA structures that affect MHC-I mediated antigen presentation. (a) RNA G-quadruplexes within gammaherpes viral ORFs
negatively impact antigen presentation. G-quadruplex structures are formed by guanine-rich sequences and are stabilized by the stacking of
guanine-tetrads that are formed by the coplanar arrangement of four guanines interacting by Hoogsteen hydrogen-bonding and stabilized by
monovalent cations (usually K+). (b) Cloverleaf structures identified in the 5’-untranslated regions of poliovirus. Cloverleaf structures in enteroviruses
control the replication and translation of the viral genomes through the formation of ribonucleoprotein complexes. (c) HIV-1 programmed ribosomal
frameshift signal secondary structure. The formation of the stem-loop structure downstream of a slippery sequence leads to the translocating
ribosome to stall and induce a -1 frameshift that insures the synthesis of pol and gag which are encoded by the same ORF.

to assess the role played by the EBNA1 GAr in reduc-
ing EBNA1 synthesis and limiting EBNA1-restricted
antigenic peptides, it was recently demonstrated
that: (1) potassium-dependent G-quadruplexes
are the major structural components of the native
purine-rich EBNA1 GAr mRNA; (2) the presence of
G-quadruplex motifs within the open reading frame
(ORF) of EBNA1 act as ‘steric blocks’ to impede
ribosome transit by inducing ribosome stalling and/or
dissociation, and (3) destabilization of G-quadruplex
structures following codon-modification of the

EBNA1 mRNA encoding the GAr, to introduce
stem-loop structures, results in enhanced transla-
tion and recognition by antigen-specific T cells.7

Overall the study demonstrated that EBV-infected
cells harboring G-quadruplexes within the EBNA1
GAr mRNA are less efficiently recognized by
virus-specific T cells compared to EBV-infected
cells synthesizing a codon-modified EBNA1 GAr
mRNA which forms dsRNA structures due to altered
base pairing following purine reduction. These
results highlight the importance of G-quadruplexes

Volume 6, March/Apr i l 2015 © 2014 The Authors. WIREs RNA published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 161
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TABLE 2 RNA Quadruplex Motifs Are a Hallmark of Gammaherpes Viral ORFs

Gammaherpesviruses

Viral

Maintenance

Proteins

Internal

mRNA

Repeat Size (bp)

Guanine Content

of mRNA

Repeats (%)

G-Quadruplex-

Forming

Sequences (5′→3′)

Occurrence

Throughout

the mRNA

Repeat

% of Repeat

Covered by

Quadruplexes

Lymphocryptoviruses

Human herpesvirus 4 EBNA1 711 62 GGGGCAGGAGCAGG
AGGA

31 74

Callitrichine herpesvirus 3 ORF39 150 58 GGGGUGGCAGAGGC
GG

5 60

Macacine herpesvirus 4 rhEBNA1 141 51 GGUGCAGGGGGAAGC
GG

4 48

Papiine herpesvirus 4 baEBNA1 147 52 GGUGCAGGAGCAGGA
GG

7 81

Rhadinoviruses

Human herpesvirus 8 LANA1 297 50 seq1 – GGAGGAGGACG
AGG

11 58

501 48 seq2 – GGAGGUGGAAG
AGCAGG

5 15

Ateline herpesvirus 3 ORF73 513 62 GGGGGAGACGGGGG
AGACGGGGGAGAC
GGGGGAGAC

22 63

Macaviruses

Alcelaphine herpesvirus 1 ORF73 1278 41 GGGGCCCGAGGGACCA
GGGGGG

5 10

Ovine herpesvirus 2 ORF73 984 45 GGAGAAGGACCUGG
AGGG

15 35

Eight gammaherpes viral maintenance proteins, involved in immune evasion, are encoded by mRNAs possessing guanine-rich repeats that possess the ability to
form G-quadruplex motifs.
The bolded guanines highlight the Gs most likely to be involved in the formation of guanine tetrads.

within virally encoded transcripts as unique regu-
latory signals for translational control and immune
evasion.7

Identification of G-quadruplex Motifs
in Other Viral Maintenance Gene mRNAs
Intriguingly, in several other members of the gamma-
herpesviral family, similar purine-biases are observed
in the repetitive sequence-encoding regions within
genes, some of which have been demonstrated to
be latency-associated and known to regulate their
self-synthesis (Table 2). These include the ORF encod-
ing latency-associated nuclear antigen (LANA1), the
GMP of human herpesvirus 8 (HHV8)46 and the ORF
73 of Ateline herpesvirus 3.10 Similar to EBNA1, clus-
ters of putative G-quadruplex motifs (PQSs) identified
within the conserved purine-rich sequences of these
other gammaherpesviral maintenance gene mRNAs
were analyzed by CD and 1H NMR spectroscopy and
demonstrated to exhibit spectral signatures consistent

with parallel G-quadruplex formation.7 Several of
the examined GMPs have been implicated in immune
evasion, suggesting gammaherpesviruses exploit RNA
G-quadruplexes as structural regulatory elements
impacting on antigen presentation.

Furthermore, the effect of RNA G-quadruplexes
on viral mRNA translation and antigen presen-
tation may have broader implications following
the identification of G-quadruplex motifs in the
highly pyrimidine-loaded retrovirus, Human T-cell
Leukemia (Lymphotropic) Virus-1 (HTLV-1) (unpub-
lished data). Like EBV, HTLV-1 is a latent, GC-rich
virus, which is able to persist in its human host
asymptomatically. Larocca and colleagues reported
an antisense transcript that like EBNA1 is heavily
R-loaded (purine-loaded).39,47 The HTLV-1 antisense
transcript translates into a basic leucine zipper protein
(HBZ) that is poorly immunogenic.48 HBZ, a likely
GMP for HTLV-1 is increasingly seen as playing a
major role in evasion of host immunosurveillance.48

162 © 2014 The Authors. WIREs RNA published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Volume 6, March/Apr i l 2015
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RECOGNITION OF RNA STRUCTURES
BY CELLULAR AND VIRAL PROTEINS

RNA binding proteins contain various domains that
recognize structures within mRNAs in order to trans-
port and localize mRNA, and control key steps of
translation such as initiation, splicing, and termina-
tion. Viruses have evolved to select specific RNA struc-
tures in order to recruit cellular and viral proteins
needed to initiate or regulate the maintenance of
their genomes. It is noteworthy that EBNA1, whose
synthesis is modulated through the formation of
G-quadruplex motifs within the ORF of its mRNA
(see previous section), binds to G-rich RNAs that are
predicted to form G-quadruplex structures.49 These
observations suggest that EBNA1 may also control its
synthesis through a feedback loop mechanism. Thus,
EBV may regulate the pool of MHC-I epitopes dur-
ing the latency step of chronic infection by exploit-
ing the complexity associated with EBNA1 mRNA
translation.

In RNA positive-stranded viruses, the genomic
RNA serves as template for both translation and
replication. The two pathways are exclusive and
these viruses employ both viral and cellular factors to
initiate one or the other. Most viral cis-acting RNA
elements are located in the 5′- and 3′-untranslated
regions of their genomes. The 5′-noncoding regions of
Entoroviral genomes are highly structured and con-
tain two functional domains, which are involved in
translation and RNA replication.50 The first domain
comprises a cloverleaf (CL) structure (Figure 2(b))
that carries signals to control both translation and
RNA replication. The poliovirus (PV) CL (88 nt)
contains four stem-loops (Stem-loop A to D) that
are involved in the formation of a ribonucleoprotein
(RNP) complex. A second domain comprises an
internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) that promotes
translation. It has been shown that the formation of
a RNP complex within the 5′-UTR region of the PV
genome, consisting of the CL structure, the cellular
protein poly(rC)-binding protein (PCBP) and the
uncleaved viral proteinase 3CD is required to initiate
viral RNA replication and translation.51 The cellular
factor PCBP was shown to bind to the CL stem-loop B
domain while the viral protein 3CD interacts with the
stem-loop-D domain. Mutational analysis has shown
that the interaction of the CL structure with the cel-
lular factor PCBP upregulates viral translation, while
the binding of the viral protein 3CD represses transla-
tion and promotes negative-strand RNA synthesis.52

Consequently, it has been proposed that the interac-
tion of 3CD with the CL structure controls whether
the genomic RNA is translated or replicated.

The RNP complex controlling the state of the
virus is stabilized by other viral factors such as pro-
teins 3AB for PV or 3Cpro for rhinoviruses.50 It is
noteworthy that both isolated PV 3A protein and
PV infection can inhibit functional MHC-I dependent
antigen presentation.53 The study of the effect of PV
3A protein expression on the presentation of hep-
atitis C virus antigens in cultured chimpanzee cells
revealed that protein 3A slows the rate of MHC-I
transport to the cell surface and protects cells from
CTL-mediated lysis. It has been suggested that protein
3Cpro induces fragmentation of the golgi compart-
ment and blocks intra-golgi transport, thereby reduc-
ing the expression of MHC-I antigens and slowing the
secretion of proinflammatory cytokines.54 Thus trans-
lational activation through RNP complex formation
controls the synthesis of proteins involved in immune
evasion in enteroviruses. Further research is neces-
sary to determine how these RNA structures and/or
viral/cellular protein interactions may modulate the
supply of antigenic peptides for MHC-I molecules and
the replication of RNA positive-stranded viruses.

IMPACT OF CRYPTIC
TRANSLATIONAL CONTROL
MECHANISMS ON MHC-I MEDIATED
ANTIGEN PRESENTATION

MHC-I restricted epitopes are widely accepted to
be derived from viral proteins encoded by primary
ORFs. However, recent studies have demonstrated
that viruses also exploit alternative reading frames in
order to fully express their genomes. The importance
of these alternatively synthesized smaller polypeptides
resulting from ‘cryptic’ translational control events
are starting to be recognized as a crucial source of
antigenic peptides.55 We will discuss in this section the
two main mechanisms, frameshifting and non-AUG
translation initiation, that are used by viruses to
exploit the genomic information present in alternative
reading frames and the impact of nonconventional
peptides presented by MHC-I molecules.

Programmed ribosomal frameshifting is one
of the many translational recoding processes used
by viruses in order to appropriately express their
genomes. Frameshifting results from a change or shift
in the reading frame by one or two nucleotides during
mRNA translation. Frameshifting is widely employed
by RNA viruses, such as HIV-1, coronaviruses and
also influenza viruses to increase the diversity of pro-
teins expressed from their compact genomes. This pro-
cess is programmed by the mRNA nucleotide sequence
and is often initiated as a consequence of mRNA

Volume 6, March/Apr i l 2015 © 2014 The Authors. WIREs RNA published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 163
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secondary and tertiary structures such as stem-loops
and pseudoknots. An example is the HIV-1 pro-
grammed ribosomal frameshifting secondary struc-
tures, depicted in Figure 2(c), which induce a −1
frameshift that insure the synthesis of pol and gag that
are encoded by the same ORF.56

Several cryptic MHC-I peptides have now been
reported and the mechanisms by which viruses gen-
erate such peptides are starting to be elucidated.55

Mammalian ribosomes carefully select the correct ini-
tiation codon of ORFs for the synthesis of functional
proteins but they have also been shown to sometimes
use alternative start codons to translate from other
regions of the mRNAs irrespective of the ORF loca-
tion for MHC-I presentation. The synthesized cryp-
tic peptides compete with other MHC-I peptides for
cell surface presentation and T cell activation. One
of the first examples of a cryptic antigenic peptide
was described following a study investigating murine
AIDS, revealing stimulated CTL responses toward a
peptide encoded in an alternative reading frame of the
LP-BM5 gag gene.57 In HIV-infected mice, CTLs tar-
get a HLA-B*07-restricted alternative reading frame
epitope translated from the (+2) ORF within the gag
gene. Similarly, simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV)
infected rhesus macaques displayed a strong CTL
response toward an epitope that was translated from
the (+2) reading frame relative to the env ORF.58 Inter-
estingly, it has been shown that nearly one-quarter
of the anti-SIV CTL responses in SIV-infected rhesus
macaques are directed toward cryptic epitopes gener-
ated from alternative reading frame translation.59

In order to assess the impact of cryptic epi-
topes on immune surveillance, bioinformatic screen-
ing was performed to identify nonconventional anti-
gens in HIV-infected individuals.60 This approach
identified 64 HLA-associated viral polymorphisms
translated in alternative reading frames of the HIV
gag, pol and nef mRNAs. Surprisingly, no upstream
in-frame AUG start codons were identified and a
codon normally encoding for leucine (CUG) was pro-
posed as a start site for cryptic translation. Bio-
chemical analyses of ribosomal initiation complexes
at CUG start codons revealed that infected cells use
an elongator leucine-bound transfer RNA to initi-
ate translation at cryptic start codons.61 Translation
initiation at CUG codons was found to be indepen-
dent of the canonical AUG initiator tRNA pathway
and instead relied on the expression of eukaryotic
initiation factor 2A. The synthesis of cryptic anti-
genic peptides may provide an escape mechanism
from the overloading of conventional peptides on
the surface of the infected cell. For example, it has
been reported that the inclusion of nonconventional

epitopes, including cryptic epitopes from HIV-1 in
DNA vaccines can trigger a much stronger response
in rhesus macaques.62

Influenza A viruses (IAV) are negative-stranded
RNA viruses that are responsible for the worldwide
spread of human or avian influenza. IAVs express-
ing the alternative full-length protein, PB1-F2, were
responsible for causing the human influenza pan-
demics of the 20th century.63 The PB1-F2 protein
has been shown to control viral pathogenicity and
mortality. In the absence of this protein, the virus
replicates to similar levels in mouse lungs but shows
decreased proliferation. Its expression, on the other
hand, results in delayed clearance of the virus by
the host immune system.64 PB1-F2 was identified
in the course of a systematic search for alterna-
tive reading-frame peptides encoded by the IAV that
are recognized by CD8+ T cells.63 A CTL peptide,
(PB1-F262-70), not corresponding to any of the known
standard viral open reading frames was found. Fur-
ther genomic analysis of the IAV genome revealed
the PB1-F262-70 peptide was derived from the con-
served 87-amino-acid-long PB1-F2 protein encoded
by the (+1) reading frame within the PB1 gene.
PB1-F2 and some truncation products resulting from
a premature stop codon in the PB1-F2 ORF can be
detected in human, mouse, and avian cells infected
by IAV.63 Studies involving Kozak and mutational
analyses have shown that RNA structures within
PB1 strongly favor translation at the (+1) reading
frame’s predicted PB1-F2 start codon and are likely
to be initiated by ribosomal scanning as opposed
to internal ribosomal entry or other mechanisms.63

RNA secondary structure predictions revealed a con-
served structured region at the start of the inter-
nal PB1-F2 ORF for six influenza genomes com-
prising the human, avian and swine strains.65 This
protein contributes to influenza viral pathogenicity
through several mechanisms. One described mecha-
nism is a pro-apoptotic function in which PB1-F2
was found to localize to Hela cell mitochondria.
PB1-F2 disturbs the mitochondrial membrane poten-
tial resulting in a fluctuation of cytochrome c into
the cytoplasm triggering apoptosis in these cells.63

The induction of apoptosis by PB1-F2 is proposed to
occur specifically in immune cells in a strain depen-
dent manner suggesting that the protein has a mod-
ulatory role in the host response to IAV by has-
tening the death of immune cells.63,66 In addition
to pro-apoptotic activity, it has been reported that
PB1-F2 also has proinflammatory properties. It was
observed that an asparagine (N) to serine (S) sub-
stitution at position 66 in the PB1-F2 protein dra-
matically increased immunopathology and mortality
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic view of translational control mechanisms that regulate viral protein synthesis and antigen presentation. (a) Canonical
translation of a viral mRNA is initiated at the AUG codon and leads to the synthesis of a viral protein that is the source of MHC-I-restricted antigenic
peptides. (b) Formation of G-quadruplex motifs within the ORF of gammaherpesviruses impede translation through ribosome stalling/dissociation and
inhibit the presentation of MHC-I-restricted antigenic peptides. (c) RNA structures within the 5′-untranslated region of enteroviruses control
replication and translation of the viral genome by recruiting cellular and viral proteins. The ribonucleoprotein complex modulates the synthesis of viral
proteins. (d) The translation of alternative reading frames induced by non-AUG translation initiation or RNA structure mediated programmed
frameshifting, is the source of alternative antigenic peptides that diversify the pool of MHC-I-restricted epitopes.

by the 1918 pandemic strain and highly pathogenic
H5N1 viruses.67 Also, transcriptional profiling of
mice infected with a PB1-F2 N66S-expressing virus
revealed an early suppression of interferon-stimulated
genes (ISGs)68 and in vitro experiments demonstrated
an anti-interferon activity of PB1-F2 in relation to
the mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS) adap-
tor protein.69 Of note, PB1-F2 N66S inhibited IFN
induction more efficiently than wild-type PB1-F2.69

The wild-type PB1-F2 protein was initially shown
to be highly unstable and to undergo proteaso-
mal dependent degradation,63 however, more recent
experiments performed in murine and duck cells
demonstrate that protein levels of the N66S mutant
but not the wild-type increase following exposure

of the infected cells to the proteasome inhibitor,
lactacystin.70

These examples highlight the impact of cryp-
tic translation and the generation of alternative anti-
genic peptides on MHC-I mediated immune responses.
Aberrant translational control mechanisms appear to
be actively used by viruses in order to modulate
pathogenicity (Figure 3). With only a few examples
of RNA structures that control both the translation of
alternative ORFs and antigenic peptide presentation
having been reported to date, further identifica-
tion and characterization of such important RNA
structural regulatory elements would facilitate our
understanding of the mechanisms exploited by viruses
seeking to establish chronic infection.
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TARGETING RNA STRUCTURES TO
CONTROL MHC-I MEDIATED
ANTIGEN PRESENTATION

We have described in the previous sections how sec-
ondary structures of RNA can impact on the trans-
lation of critical mRNAs encoding viral proteins
that are the source of MHC-I restricted epitopes. In
this section we discuss novel opportunities of target-
ing viral RNA secondary structures and associated
cis-regulatory sequences or proteins in order to mod-
ulate the pool of antigenic determinants. Viruses often
rely on a balance that necessitates the expression of
viral proteins at levels sufficient to maintain viral repli-
cation but low enough to avoid stimulation of the
immune surveillance system. By interfering with the
translation of key mRNAs, one may anticipate to see
dramatic changes in viral infectivity and survival par-
ticularly when stimulating or inhibiting the synthesis
of both conventional and non-conventional antigenic
peptides.

As described previously, gammaherpes viruses
comprise G-quadruplex motifs within the ORF of
the mRNAs encoding their GMPs. Within certain
members of this viral family, G-quadruplexes act
as ribosomal roadblocks to prohibit a significant
proportion of ribosomes from shuttling down the
transcripts and in the process impede translation.7

Due to this decrease in translation, it was hypothesized
that destabilization or stabilization of G-quadruplex
motifs may have a direct impact on the generation
of antigen-specific peptides. Reported observations
that codon-modification of the EBNA1 GAr mRNA
destabilized G-quadruplexes by inducing the for-
mation of double-stranded structures within the
EBNA1 mRNA, prompted an assessment of the
effect of potential exogenous factors such as anti-
sense oligonucleotides to destabilize G-quadruplex
motifs. It was subsequently demonstrated that an
antisense oligonucleotide complementary to the
G-quadruplex motif and selected for its ability to
unwind G-quadruplexes in vitro, was able to increase
EBNA1 mRNA translation and enhance immune
recognition by antigen-specific T cells in EBV-infected
cells (Figure 4(a)).7 This result highlighted the ability
of ribosomes to process RNA double-stranded struc-
ture more efficiently than G-quadruplex structure.
In contrast, the addition of a G-quadruplex stabi-
lizing ligand, pyridostatin (Figure 4(a)), to EBNA1
in vitro translation assays and an in vivo trans-
fection system showed the opposite effect: a more
pronounced inhibition of EBNA1 mRNA transla-
tion and a resultant decrease in virus-specific T-cell
recognition of EBV-infected cells treated with the

small molecule. G-quadruplex destabilization, using
the antisense oligonucleotide, or stabilization, using
the small molecule G-quadruplex ligand, led to
a 25% increase or 40% decrease, respectively, in
the activation of EBNA1-specific T-cells in treated
EBV-expressing HEK293 cells. The multifunctional
roles of EBNA1 in initiating EBV-genome replication
and episomal maintenance, while also contributing
to immune evasion, suggest that this protein is a
promising target for immunotherapy. Stimulation of
the immune recognition of EBV-infected cells through
G-quadruplex destabilization or inhibition of repli-
cation of the EBV genome through G-quadruplex
stabilization may lead to potential elimination of viral
latency.

Similarly, several groups have investigated the
use of antisense oligonucleotides and derivatives
to control programmed frameshifting events. This
approach relies on the hypothesis that the formation
of an RNA secondary structure downstream of a slip-
pery sequence that is known to induce frameshifting
will shift ribosomes into a new frame (Figure 4(b)).
The efficiency of frameshifting using morphilino,
2′-O-methyl phosphorothioate, locked nucleic acid
(LNA) and RNA antisense oligonucleotides can be
as high as 40% and depends on the stability of the
secondary structure rather than the three-dimensional
structure formed.71–73 The targeted slippery sequences
comprise the HIV gag-pol, UUUUUUA, MMTV
gag-pro, AAAAAAC and RSV gag-pol, AAAUUA
frameshift sites. This in vitro research investigation
highlights the potential of synthetic oligonucleotides
to interfere with the translation of key mRNAs to
insure infectivity and survival of RNA viruses. Unfor-
tunately, at present no results for an effect on the in
vivo synthesis of related MHC-I restricted epitopes
using this approach exist, however, one would expect
that interfering with translation would ultimately
affect the pool of antigenic peptides. This approach
may also be used to stimulate translation at non-AUG
start codons by creating RNA secondary structures
in close proximity of tRNA binding sites. The use of
an antisense microwalk assay may allow the identi-
fication of sequences and structures controlling the
synthesis of cryptic epitopes.

The main goal of identifying RNA structures
that impact on MHC-I mediated antigen presenta-
tion is to define potential targets for modulating the
pool of antigenic peptides. The use of small molecules
for this purpose represents an alternative way to
design vaccines in order to control viral infectivity. By
targeting the EBNA1 repeat with a small molecule,
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of G-quadruplexes using antisense oligonucleotides or small molecule G-quadruplex ligands (Pyridostatin), respectively, stimulates or inhibits the
synthesis of the EBV-genome maintenance protein, EBNA1, and subsequent generation and presentation of MHC-I-restricted antigenic peptides. (b)
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a G-quadruplex stabilizing ligand, allowed regula-
tion of EBNA1 synthesis and the subsequent mod-
ulation of EBNA1 specific antigenic peptides. On a
similar note, high-throughput screening and combi-
natorial chemistry approaches have been successfully
used in order to identify small molecules that inter-
act with the HIV-1 RNA stem-loop (Figure 2(c))
frameshift stimulatory structure.71 The compound
depicted in Figure 4(c) was shown to selectively bind
this RNA, and enhanced frameshifting by greater than
50% in a dual-luciferase assay in HEK293 cells and

also strongly inhibited the infectivity of pseudotyped
HIV-1 virions.74

These examples highlight the relevance of
stabilizing or creating structures in the vicinity of
cis-regulating sequences within viral mRNAs in order
to control translation. The limited amount of data
available in the literature supports this approach
to control the presentation of MHC-I restricted
epitopes and the activation of virus-specific T-cells.
The identification and characterization of exoge-
nous agents able to stabilize or induce relevant RNA
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structures represents an opportunity to interfere with
the MHC-I antigen presentation pathway, which will
lead to a better understanding of how viruses escape
the immune system.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Recent insights into viral immune evasion mechanisms
have provided an important awareness of how some
viruses exploit mRNA structure to modulate viral
protein synthesis and antigen presentation in order to
escape immune detection and establish a successful
latent infection. In this review, we have described
several mechanisms that link recently identified struc-
tural elements within viral mRNAs to protein trans-
lation and MHC-I-restricted antigen presentation.
In particular, we have highlighted a novel function
of RNA G-quadruplexes within gammaherpesviral
GMP transcripts through cis-acting modulation of
their mRNA translation and MHC-I antigen presen-
tation. Altering the translational regulatory effects of
the G-quadruplex motifs and their resultant impact
on antigen presentation has the potential to enhance
immune recognition of virally infected cells or inhibit
replication of the viral genome, leading to elimina-
tion of viral latency. With no available vaccines to
prevent EBV and other gammaherpesviral-associated
malignancies, the identification of new therapeutic
targets based on RNA G-quadruplex structures within
viral GMP mRNAs will promote the advancement of

RNA-directed drug design to reduce the burden of
associated viral malignancies. While recent demon-
strations that an antisense oligonucleotide and a small
molecule G-quadruplex binding ligand can selectively
target EBNA1 G-quadruplexes to impact on EBNA1
synthesis, the next challenge will require rigorous
assessment of the mechanistic impact and specificity
of these exogenous agents in vivo.

We also described RNP complexes and cryp-
tic translational regulatory mechanisms that poten-
tially impact on the supply of antigenic peptides to
MHC-I molecules. Although RNA structures within
the 5′-UTR of RNA viruses, that control the trans-
lation and replication of viral genomes, have been
characterized, further effort is needed to fully appre-
ciate their impact on antigen presentation. Only lim-
ited data are available regarding the impact of these
RNA structures on immune evasion. Chemical tools
could be used to inhibit the formation of RNP com-
plexes needed to initiate translation and to unravel
the mechanisms used by RNA viruses to regulate the
pool of antigenic determinants. Further research is
also required to identify the relevant RNA structures
controlling the generation of antigenic peptides result-
ing from frameshift events and non-AUG translation
initiation. The characterization of such structures will
allow deciphering of the mechanism of cryptic transla-
tion and open the way to new approaches to modulate
CTL activation.
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